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Illustrated by Laura Supnik.Â Eighteen Years is a collection of 220+ poems. Madisen Kuhn,
popularly known as m.k., writes honestly and personally about the thoughts and feelings that come
with finding your way.Eighteen Years is here to tell you that you are not alone. It is meant to be
curled up with at night, accompanied by a cup of tea. It&apos;s a hug in book-form. It is there to
comfort you when fuzzy socks and ice cream just aren&apos;t enough. It will inspire you to pick up a
pen and write down thoughts of your own. It will help you to say the words that feel stuck in your
chest.Take it on the train. Take it to the beach. Keep it on your nightstand. Keep it in your backpack.
Read it at the park on benches beneath hundred-year-old trees. Read it while it&apos;s raining.
Read it when you&apos;re happy. Read it when your heart aches.Eighteen Years is meant to be
bent and worn, written in, tear-stained, and loved.This book is for you.
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I've been waiting for years for Madisen's poetry to be tangible, in a way I will always remember long
after social media fades. I am so glad she has come so far in her life and I am so glad Eighteen
Years is a part of mine. It'll always be something to carry me through every rough situation and I am
thankful I have the privilege to keep this book with me for the rest of my life.

I received this book as a Christmas gift & it's hands down the absolute the best gift I got. I finished it
in one reading because I simply could not put it down. The way the poems were written & the
lessons I learned really hit home. My heart went through happiness while reading, but it also ached.

Many tears were shed over this reading, but I plan to read it again and again and again. This is
officially my favorite book & hope for many more written by her.

Beautifully written. Really helpful for anyone going through any kind of hardship in life. Poems about
heart break(specifically helpful to me right now), the future, falling in love, and so much more. Very
inspiring to see her publish her first book after being a fan for a couple of years. Absolutely love it!!

Absolutely fantastic collection of poetry. The format of it is incredible as you can see Madisen grow
and develop over the course of the book. Her writing gets more mature, she becomes more
self-aware, and she develops a practicality in her approach to the problems she writes about.There
are poems for every season of life housed within these pages. It is a collection that I will continue to
read over and over again until the ink begins to fade from the pages and I have found reasons to
underline every single line in the book.

let me start off by saying I'm not into poetry. I don't really understand it most of the time and find it
hard to read. this is different. Madisen's work has gotten my attention for the past couple years; she
has a way with words that is so relatable and seems to find a way to speak the unspeakable. what's
also really great about these poems is they speak for everyone- those who have faith, those who
have loved and lost, those who are apprehensive about life. I reccommend this book to anyone and
everyone, it is truly a beautiful collection of poems and I am looking forward to reading more of
Madisen Kuhn & her obvious gift for writing the unspeakable in the future. x

I like the front and back cover of the book and the personal letter that is written to the readers by the
author. And although I was able to relate to a good handful of the poems, I just feel as if this book
(for me) will be an only one time read. By the time I reached the middle of the book, I started to feel
like I had already read each poem before. Like it seemed to be in repetition and became a bit
boring. I couldn't even finish reading the rest. That's just my personal opinion though and it should
not affect anyone curious enough to buy this book. As I said before, it was, to an extent, relatable.
But it just isn't enough for me to run back to a second time.

I originally saw a poem from this book called Red Ink on twitter. I connected with it so much and I'm
so thankful that Madisen Kuhn was tagged in it because I bought it 2 minutes later. This book is full
of absolutely breathtakingly beautiful poems thag I truly adore. I'm so thankful to have found a book

that I feel I connect with so much. Thank you to Madisen for writing so beautifully, your work is
amazing.

I honestly am not a huge reader nor am I huge into poetry, but I finished this book in 2 days and fell
absolutely in love with it. I was actually upset when I finished it because I was sad for the book to
end. This book has given me so much comfort and reassurance. The poetry is relatable and not just
on one level. She has a true talent with words and watching her growth throughout the book was
amazing.
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